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Wellbeing
What do you think wellbeing means? Take a look at
the habits below, and circle the ones that you think
will help you feel happy...
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Ways to wellbeing
How do you think you did? Wellbeing is hard to define, it relates to how well
we feel, how calm, happy, and healthy our brains and our bodies are. Let's look
at what is happening in the previous page.
You may not know it, but everything you do in the
day can affect your happiness, and your 'wellbeing'.
Imagine baking a cake...
You add flour, sugar, eggs, butter, but then you
realise you haven't got any choclate chips!! Oh no!!
So you have a look around for something that looks similiar, and you find some
dirt in the garden. You add it to the bowl but in large quantities, give it a stir,
and what would happen? Our guess is that the cake would be ruined, even
though most of the ingredients are good! Our days can be a little like that too;
lots of good things happen, but sometimes we add too much of the bad bits into
the bowl and those are the bits we focus on.
Of the activities overleaf, the positive ones are learning (you may not agree but
we'll come back to that), keeping active, eating mostly healthy foods,
connecting with people you care about and playing with friends. Other positive
activities are going outside, visiting open spaces (parks and woodlands are
particularly good), giving, sharing, staying positive, and using kind words.
There are no completely 'bad' elements to your day, BUT
when you spend too much time getting angry, playing
video games, using electronic devices, staying indoors,
or spending time alone, you take away the opportunity
to fill your day with good bits too. A 30 minute gaming
session that leaves you feeling frustrated, can be quickly
forgotten if followed with some exercise, or a chat with
a friend or family member.
Now go back and take a look and see if you would make
any changes to the things you circled overleaf. Life is
all about balance after all.
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Ways to Wellbeing
At Motivated Minds we believe there are five WAYS TO WELLBEING; that is,
there are five things you can do to keep well.

Give
You may think that an act of kindness
helps others, but did you know that it
has actually been proven to make you
feel happy too? The best thing about
giving, is it makes everyone smile. From
donating unwanted toys, to feeding the
ducks, to giving someone your time by
helping them do a task, it really is the
small acts of kindness that matter most!

Be Active
Being active is great way to boost your
mood! It is good for your physical
health, and your mental health too!
From sport, to hobbies, it's good to be
physically active and moving about.
At school you get time to break from
classes to stay active, so make sure you
schedule some 'breaks' to your home
life too! This is especially important if
you're doing something where you lose
track of time, like watching TV, or
playing video games.
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Connect
Friendships, family, and the people
you spend time with are really
important, but sometimes we
connect with the wrong people.
Try and stay connected to people
that make you feel happy, people
that are kind to you, and people
who share similar interests.

Take notice
Have you ever noticed the birds in
the trees, or the stars at night? It
may seem silly, but taking notice
of the good things around us can
really boost our mood! So try
really looking next time you're
out, but to do this, you may need
to put your phone or tablet away!

Keep learning
You may be surprised to know that learning is really good for your
wellbeing!! School may feel stressful sometimes, and you may think that
you don't like learning, but learning can be fun!
Learning a new football skill, or learning to play an
instrument, all helps you feel good! When you learn
something new, or re-discover something you once
loved, your brain produces a chemical called
dopamine which makes you happy! It also keeps
you active and helps you feel connected too!

Challenge time!!
Now it's time to put what you've learnt into action!!! Every day, we want you
to focus on one of the five ways to wellbeing and below are some suggestions
that you can work through.
Get creative in the kitchen with your parents and bake something
yummy, then share some with a friend or your neighbour as a
special treat. There are ideas overleaf...
Give one of your family or friends a call and talk about what your
favourite memory of them is. Is it a day out? Or was there a time
when you couldn't stop laughing together? Jot it down overleaf.
Go outside and write on the list overleaf: 5 things you can see, 4
things you can touch, 3 things you can smell, 2 things you can hear,
and 1 thing that you (or a garden creature) could taste.
Put on your favourite music and have a dance. Could you learn
some new steps, or practice your favourite holiday tune? From
YMCA to Agadoo - there's no stopping you today!
Watch a video on You Tube that is all about your favourite animal.
Write down three of your favourite facts and write them overleaf.
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Your Challenge
Getting creative in the kitchen...
Baking doesn't have to be hard! You can melt some chocolate and stir in some
cornflakes or rice crispies, or you could have a go at making these delicious
muffins with old bananas!
The Motivated Minds Brainy Banana Muffins
To begin, pre heat your oven to around 180 degrees (fan-assisted). You will need
a measuring cup, but a small tumbler or small tea cup will be sufficient.
Once bananas go a little brown, they are perfect for baking;
just mush 3 ripe bananas, add 1 large egg, a third of a cup of
vegetable oil, and 1 teaspoon vanilla extract. Give it all a stir,
and set aside.
Then, in another bowl mix 1.5 cups of plain flour, 1 cup of
sugar, 1 teaspoon of baking soda, and half a teaspoon of salt.
Pour the wet mix into the dry ingredients and stir until combined, then you are
ready to pour into muffin cases. If you haven't got any, you can add some
baking paper to the bottom of the muffin tin compartments, this will help to
stop them stick and give them a home-made rustic looking case!
This should make around 12 muffins, so just divide
the mixture evenly and pop into a pre-heated oven
for around 18-22 minutes (when the muffins look
golden on top, ask an adult to insert a skewer or
knife into the middle of the muffin, if it comes out
clean it is cooked, if not, it needs a little longer).
If you don't fancy making something sweet, try topping a bread wrap or pitta
bread with some tomato puree and cheese and grilling for the perfect pizza style
snack! You can experiment with toppings; you can use mushrooms, peppers, or
even some spice! OR try ham and pineapple for a tropical twist.
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Your Challenge
Call someone for a chat...
It is so important to feel connected. Think of someone that is kind to you
and makes you feel happy. Think about your favourite memory with them,
a time you both laughed maybe, or a day out? Then think of the best time to
call - you want it to be a convenient time for you both so avoid meal times,
or when either of you are tired, or busy.
Do they have a favourite programme on TV that you might want to avoid
calling during? Or do either of you have a class, club or activity that might
prevent you from having a relaxed chat? Jot down some ideas below:

I would like to call...

The best times to call are...

We can chat about...
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Your Challenge
A little bit of mindfulness goes a long way...
Mindfulness might sound complicated, but it really isn't. Just look around
you and allow yourself to notice things. Soon, you'll be spotting an ant
working hard to gather food, or a cloud in the shape of an alien! Mindfulness
can really help you to stop worrying about things that might not happen,
and focus on the wonderful things around us, and that will help you be
happy in that moment. So step outside and note what you can see:

What can you smell?

What can you see?
1.

1.
2.

2.
3.

3.
4.
5.
What can you hear?
1.

2.

What can you touch?
1.
2.

What could you (or a
garden creature - draw
him below) taste?

3.
4.
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1.

Your Challenge
Facts about your favourite animal...
Learning is really good for your brain! Not only does it feel energised after
learning something new, but it makes you feel good too! Learning doesn't
have to be boring, and it doesn't stop at school. As we grow older we learn
new things all the time! From fun facts, to new skills, adults are constantly
evolving (that means growing), and it's great that we have the opportunity
to keep learning!
So research your favourite animal, and write down what you learnt below.
You could even try drawing or painting your animal? Give it a go....

My favourite animal is:
The things i've learned are:
1.

2.

3.

1.
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What next?
Now you've learnt all about the 5 Ways to Wellbeing, you know the sorts of
things that will help you keep your brain healthy and happy.
BUT you'll need to do these things everyday. The best way to do this is to set
yourself goals. We like to make our goals SMART:

S
M
A
R
T

Specific - don't be vague, explain exactly what you want to achieve
Measureable - use numbers, like 30 minutes, or three days a week
Achievable - aim big, but make your goals the ladder to success
Realistic - flying to the moon might be ambitious, but is it realistic?
Timely - how long will it take, can you get to the moon by Tuesday?

What would you like to achieve? Would you like to learn a new skill, connect
more with friends? Do you like baking, or would you rather learn about plants
and nature? Here is your chance to write down the things you enjoy that will be
good for you...

The things I would like to do more are....
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Finally, place the items you've listed above into the chart below, and see how you
can keep yourself well, everyday. Stick this on your wall to remind yourself, and
make a SMART plan to help you achieve your goals. Good luck, and stay happy,
from all of us at Team Motivated.

How can I give?

How can I be active?

What do I enjoy learning about?
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How can I connect?

How can I take notice?

Your FREE Youth Wellness Journal was brought to
you by Motivated Minds, and is your handy guide
to welbeing. If you would like to support our
work and can afford to make a small donation,
please visit:
www.localgiving.org/charity/motivatedminds
For more motivation, follow our new Junior
Motivator page on Instagram:

@JuniorMotivators
For more information about how we are
supporting adults, families, and young people in
Essex, call Carla on 07846 209846 or visit
www.motivated-minds.co.uk
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